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But the best thing about the occasion from WOWS’
peculiar perspective is that John Rogers agreed to
an interview with me, as part of the festivities —
and brought along the always enlightening Charlie
Bobrinskoy, Ariel’s vice chairman and investment
group head, to round out the party. We got together
for lunch in New York City on August 23, before
closeting ourselves in a conference room for a long
afternoon’s chat.

go door to door. I’d go to the second ward meetings
on Saturdays with my dad.
The other side of the story is that my mom [prominent Chicago lawyer Jewel Lafontant] was a lifelong Republican, who ran, unsuccessfully, for
office several times. But she ultimately had a few
really exciting appointments. She was a delegate to
the United Nations when George Bush I was the
Ambassador to the UN, and she was Deputy
Solicitor General in the Nixon administration and
then Ambassador at large and the U.S. coordinator
for refugee affairs during the first George Bush’s
presidency.
So I got to experience both sides of the political
aisle growing up in Hyde Park, and it took me a
little while to eventually move into my father’s
camp. Despite my mom’s great influence on me, I
ultimately became a very liberal Democrat, with a
great base of understanding both sides.

Everything was on the table: Value investing,
Barack Obama (John’s on the board of his longtime friend’s foundation), basketball (John captained Princeton’s team under Coach Pete Carril),
entrepreneurship, plenty of stock ideas, the state of
the fund industry and the economy, lessons of the
financial crisis, market inefficiencies, the University
of Chicago, competition, parents and other strong
women. And that’s just a taste. Listen in, and maybe
learn how patience can hone a winner’s edge.
— KMW

Charlie Bobrinskoy: Most leading AfricanAmericans were Republicans in the ’60s and ’70s
— Jackie Robinson, Wilt Chamberlin were
Republicans.

I’m thrilled to get you to sit for an interview, John, after watching Ariel’s “slow
and steady” value process for years. And
I’m delighted you brought along Charlie.
But does your friendship actually go all
the way back to high school?
JOHN ROGERS: Even earlier. I was a year ahead of
Charlie at the University of Chicago Laboratory
Schools, which is pre-K through high school. It’s
owned by the University of Chicago.

Clearly, your political differences don’t
prevent you from working together at
Ariel. How are you avoiding the polarization virus?
John: We get along great. One of the things about
the University of Chicago is that it’s all about open
inquiry, debate. We grew up in an environment
where ideas matter. You challenge each other and
create a vehicle where all arguments are heard —
discussion happens — you respect other people’s
opinions and their ability to think differently than
you do. That is important for our friendship.

Interesting. Charlie seems to have internalized U of C’s conservative vibe, while
you ended up a very prominent supporter
of Barack Obama. How did that happen?
JOHN: Well, it was interesting. My parents got
divorced when I was three, and I’ll share a little
more information. My dad is a lifelong Democrat,
who worked his way up through the Democratic
party. He became an assistant precinct captain
before finally becoming a juvenile court judge. So I
used to pass leaflets out underneath the L tracks.
We went anywhere. In apartment buildings, we’d
WELLINGON WALLST.
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When it was the Party of Lincoln —
Charlie: Right. So this generational shift is a very
recent phenomenon — I’m hoping we’ll get him
back some day.
John: Not happening!

But it’s also important that as the leaders of our
investment process — along with Tim Fidler, our
director of research — we can create that kind of a
climate in the research meetings and the portfolio
manager meetings where all different opinions and
perspectives are heard. Our portfolio managers can
make better decisions when they have all the information in front of them from all different perspectives.
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Ariel Investments, the Chicago-based small and
mid-cap value investing shop that John W. Rogers
founded 35 years ago, is celebrating that anniversary in an entirely appropriate — and enviable —
fashion, with its flagship mutual fund, the 32-yearold Ariel Fund, riding high atop the Lipper performance charts as the No. 1 mid-cap value core fund
since the market’s 2009 bottom. Quite an achievement, any way you slice it, but especially so since
that Lipper category included all of six contenders
when Ariel debuted — and covers 212 funds today.

Got it. Wish more people did
that. But let’s back up. You
started Ariel when you were
quite young —
John: I was 24.
And you both started investing as kids?
John: Two different stories. My father started buying stocks for me instead of birthday and Christmas
presents once I was 12 years old. So when I’d go to
the Christmas tree, I’d find an envelope and it
would be a stock certificate.
That had to be a little deflating for a 12year-old, I’d imagine.
John: Yes. But dad made a really good decision —
it was that he let me keep the dividend checks. So
if he bought $250 of General Motors, or $500 of
Commonwealth Edison, every three months I would
get a check in the mail from those companies. And
he would let me spend the dividends on whatever I
wanted to spend them on.
That was your allowance, in effect?
John: It was an addition to my allowance and I
really did enjoy it. He also would have me read the
quarterly and annual reports from the companies.
Back then, everything came in the mail.
I remember.
John: We’d sit at the dining room table and read
and talk about the markets and it just became a
real love and passion for me.
Charlie: My story is similar. My grandfather had
fled Russia and was a real capitalist. He introduced
me to the stock market when I was in about seventh
grade. He gave me some shares of, believe it or not,
Borg Warner, which was an auto supply company
— still is. And he and I would talk about the stock

market. He had really been affected by the Great
Depression and so was defensive about not losing
money. Being conservative was very important to
him — and was something he taught me.
Preservation of capital first and foremost?
Charlie: Absolutely.
John: My father was also a very conservative
investor. He kept track of every penny. Didn’t
waste a dime and did everything himself. He didn’t
believe in getting outside help very much. But he
didn’t have a real investment strategy except to buy
safe blue chip companies — he didn’t want to take
any real risk of losing money. So there was a similarity there I hadn’t really thought about.
How did you go about broadening your
investment horizons?
John: Well, my dad did have a great broker whose
name was Stacy Adams with Freehling & Co. [One
of the first African American stockbrokers on
LaSalle Street.] I would go and sit with Stacy and
watch the ticker tape as I got older. He was a gold
bug; he focused on commodities and gold and silver. I learned a lot about that and used to trade
gold and silver options and things like that. I also
would read the newsletters that my father was getting. They were often about growth stocks —
Kiplinger’s and Growth Stock Outlook —
Memories of the Go-Go era were still
fresh, back then.
John: I think that’s why all the hot growth newsletters were still around then — the Granville Market
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So open inquiry, not dictatorship, is Ariel’s style?
Charlie: Definitely. And a lot of
investment partnerships have had
that same model. Warren Buffett is a
Democrat and Charlie Munger is a
Republican. At Goldman Sachs, traditionally, one of its two leaders was
a Republican and one a Democrat.
Hank Paulson and Jon Corzine were
heads of the firm at the same time.
We really think there’s a lot to be
said for having both sides of the
spectrum covered so that you’re not
just an echo chamber.

Letter and others. But then ultimately, as I read
about Warren Buffett and John Templeton and Ben
Graham, and as I read David Dreman’s
“Contrarian Investment Strategies” and Burton
Malkiel’s “A Random Walk Down Wall Street,” I
came to a really clear decision when I was in my
early-20s that I was a
value investor.
That all-star line-up
is pretty persuasive —
John: Plus, all the academic research showed
that smaller companies
are sometimes inefficiently priced, and move
fast in the market. When
I worked at William
Blair & Co. for two
years, after graduating
from Princeton, they
focused on small and
mid-sized fast-growing
companies. So I tried to
blend the best of both
worlds by being a value
investor in that smalland mid-cap space when
I started Ariel.

I’ll bet your colleagues must have been
taken aback.
John: Ned Jannotta, who was then the managing
partner of William Blair, couldn’t have been nicer.
He set me up to meet the head of Blair’s investment management group to get tips. And it turned
out that a friend of his
was an entrepreneur in
town. So Blair’s head of
investment management
told me to go see his
friend. “He’ll tell you
some of the dos and
don’ts in starting the
business.” So from the
head of the firm down,
they couldn’t have been
nicer in helping me —

“I tried to blend
the best of both worlds
by being a value
investor in the smalland mid-cap space
when I started Ariel.
That was
my original premise
and 35 years later,
that’s still
what I’m doing.”

That was my original premise and 35 years later
that’s still what I’m doing.
Clearly, it’s a great premise, as Ariel
Fund’s top rank in its category shows
after all these years[page 19], and congratulations are in order. But you’d only
worked for two years as a broker before
making that leap into entrepreneurship.
What was the impetus for your hurry?
John: A couple things. I learned about investment
management when I was at William Blair and I
thought that it fit my personality better than selling
stocks. Being a long-term investor, I think, is a
better fit to being a money manager. After all, brokers get paid per transaction and lots of trades help
them create more revenue. So I was a fish out of
water as a broker and wanted to be an investment
manager. But I didn’t think William Blair would
hire me as a money manager because I was so
young and everybody in the investment management section of William Blair was so good — and
much older. So I thought, “If I can’t do it here, I’ll
go off and start my own firm to manage money with
a small- and mid-cap value focus.”
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— Leave, hmm.
John: Exactly. Ned [a
fellow Princeton alum
and now Blair’s chairman emeritus] still talks
about that. How he
thought it wasn’t a good
idea at the time but he
reluctantly agreed to let
me go and to help set up
these relationships. He was really very helpful to
me in starting the business.
The other thing that was a motivation, besides
wanting to be a money manager, is that I am very,
very competitive. I realized that if you had your
own money management firm, you’d have your own
track record. And you could use it to show whether
your stock picking is working and if your strategy
is working. You could compare your performance
to all the other funds, all the other money managers out there. So, since I’m a competitor, that
was the second motivation: I wanted to show that I
have a strategy and philosophy and be able to
build a well-identified track record to show that
our approach was winning.
Ergo, your motto is “slow and steady wins
the race,” not merely finishes it.
Right. Then, finally, there had never been an
African-American money management firm in the
country’s history. That was a great time of progressive mayors, when Harold Washington was just
being elected the first African American mayor of
Chicago and while Maynard Jackson was serving as
the first, in Atlanta, and there was a sense of
opportunity. Then too, in Chicago we had these
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Accomplished!
John: Eddie Brown almost beat me. It’s so funny —
I used to watch Eddie Brown on Wall Street Week
every week. He was a regular panelist as a portfolio manager at T. Rowe Price. I can still remember
when they changed his title on the screen, showing
that he was no longer with T. Rowe Price, because
he had started his own money management firm —
and he started just six months after we did.
So you just squeaked through that win.
John: Just made it. But Eddie and I are great
friends. We are very friendly competitors, we stay
in touch all the time, share ideas and best practices and look out for each other.
Good to hear. Did you have any sense in
1982 and ’83, when you were starting
Ariel, that the market was entering a long
bull run? I remember very little enthusiasm for mutual funds among Barron’s
readers back then. Lots of skepticism.
John: In hindsight, it was a great time to start —
but we didn’t know then that it was the start of a
historic bull market. Still, I did feel — being a
contrarian and having read all the history of the
markets and Burton Malkiel’s “Random Walk” and
all those other great books — that it was a time
when stocks were very out of favor and there was a
lot of gloom and doom about the economy.
Interest rates and inflation could only go
higher, despite Paul Volcker.
Right. So I did feel like it was a good time to be
searching for bargains. I felt that way at the time
but I had no idea how dramatic a bottom it was.
Very few did. We were heaped with derision when Alan Abelson put a roaring bull
on Barron’s cover in August 1982.
John: It wasn’t terribly long after that, of course,
that the crash of October 1987 hit and we had that
20% drop in one day. I’ll never ever, ever forget it.
Me either. I still remember guys materializing on NYC street corners the very next
day, hawking tee shirts proclaiming Wall
St.’s “Maalox Moment.” (That was actually the new antacid way back then.) I
should have recognized it as a sign of

economic resilience!
John: It was a scary time. For us, it was just like
March of 2009. If you’re really a value investor, if
you’re really a contrarian, you’ve got to buy when
there’s that much pessimism and that much fear.
That’s the time to be wading in. But it’s scary. I
remember in 1987, we were calling our few clients
that we had at the time — we were still a small
firm — we were calling them and saying, “You
should send us more money. This is a once in a
lifetime opportunity to buy the bargains after
they’ve crashed.”
Did you have many clients take that advice?
John: A few people did. A few gave us a little more
money and leaned in, and of course we leaned in
and bought more of our favorite names.
In retrospect that was a great crash
because the market recovered very quickly — it’s hard to even find it on a longterm chart now.
John: Exactly. The next year was a wonderful year.
The market came back so strong, and the stocks we
bought during the downturn set us up for a really
great performance.
And fresh assets probably came flooding
in. How did you go about asset gathering
when you started?
John: We did two things. We had our newsletter,
The Patient Investor, which we used to send out to
all the influencers that we could think of who
might want to write about us, talk about us, put us
on the local television show, The Stock Market
Observer. It was kind of like CNBC, but local —
not many people watched it. But we were just trying any way we could to get people to know we
were in business — hoping someone would call or
send a letter. There were only three or four of us in
the office at the time and the phone never rang.
So the first thing we wanted was for people to know
we existed. We tried to find ways to generate visibility for the firm. The second thing we did was call
all the progressive investment institutions we could
think of. Everyone we thought might be interested
in working with a firm like ours that had this relatively unique investment strategy. Back then, there
were not a lot of small cap and mid cap value
investors. You had Ralph Wanger who was focused
in that area. Chuck Royce was — but there was just
a handful of others. We thought we were pretty
unique then. So we would call on all of those institutions and tell them about our unique approach to
small- and mid-caps — and market our niche.
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great African-American entrepreneurs, like George
E. Johnson, who created Johnson Products, and
John H. Johnson, who created Johnson Publishing
— and that was a motivation for making history,
too. I wanted to be first to be in my niche.

So you were a three-fer. Small, local and
diverse.
John: Exactly. He’d been a pioneer. He was a former president of the senate of Illinois. He became
the state’s attorney for Cook County and then the
city’s treasurer — and he’d known me all my life.
He told my father, “I’ve been waiting all of my
career for someone like John to walk in — to be
able to give an opportunity to a firm like theirs.”
That million dollars was just a million dollars out
of a billion-dollar portfolio, but it gave us hope. We
thought if we got one city, maybe we can get another one to hire us to run small- and mid-cap money.
Charlie: I just want to emphasize that John’s
interest in small-cap value investing wasn’t just
some personal preference. There was an awful lot
of academic research, even at that time, showing
that small-cap stocks outperform large-cap stocks
and that value outperforms growth. The University
of Chicago had pioneered a lot of that research
with CRSP data (Center for Research in Securities
Prices, a part of U of C’s Booth School of Business)
and people like Gene Fama, who John and I had
actually known personally growing up in Hyde
Park, had done that research.
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So what was remarkable was that there was all this
academic work saying these stocks actually do better over the long-term, but there was very little
institutional money dedicated to that space. Most
of the institutional small-cap investing was in tech
and biotech; otherwise they were in growth or
Nifty-Fifty large caps. So John found this niche —
and it was what he believed in. But also there was
a lot of academic support.
And the institutions had a lot of catching
up to do.
John: It was really fortunate for us to grow up in
Hyde Park, where we learned later that our friends
and classmates at the University of Chicago Lab
Schools were future Nobel Prize winners. As
Charlie said, a lot of them had done remarkable
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research on investing. It was very familiar to us
and it became an important part of the justification
for following that path.
Made it pretty easy to name drop during
institutional pitches?
John: Yes. We were talking about Rex Sinquefield
and Roger Ibbotson and the work they had done
and as well as several other creative thinkers
around the university at the time who were exploring efficient markets and where there might be
some pockets of inefficiency to be exploited.
Charlie: Again, a very important point. The
University of Chicago taught how efficient the markets were. So if you just bought what everybody
else was buying, or you bought based on what was
in the newspaper, it was very unlikely that you
were going to outperform. That meant to outperform
we were going to have to look for pockets of inefficiency or be an independent thinker who was buying what others were selling and selling what others were buying. That mindset, I think it is really
fair to say, is something that we learned at the
University of Chicago Lab Schools — but also from
our parents who were lawyers and who taught us to
see the other side of the argument.
John: Not to belabor this too long but I think that
the U of C’s work, in hindsight, was very, very original —and back then there were no small- or midcap value indices.
It hadn’t occurred to anyone to bother —
John: We were going after these pockets of inefficiencies, as Charlie suggested, trying to beat the
broad market. Then all of the sudden, years later,
you started having all these specialized indices
appearing — it made the game a lot harder.
I was going to ask for your perspective on
how the industry has evolved — index
funds, ETFs, getting put in your box.
John: Geez. One, there’s a lot more competition, of
course. I was just looking at the Lipper universe
going back to 1986 when Ariel Fund was started.
There are now like 208 mid-cap blend funds just
in that one category, mid-cap core — and then
you’ve got probably a couple hundred more of
value, growth. That’s versus, at the time when we
started in the Lipper universe there were like six
mid -cap core funds.
So an enormous amount of competition has come
into the space in every sector of the marketplace
— on top of all the passive indexes and ETFs and
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You must have struck a chord, at least
sometimes.
John: Well, they could see we were passionate
about it — these were the local universities, public
pension funds, other anchors we thought would
believe in our strategy and philosophy and also
maybe have diversity goals, too. Our earliest client
to give us a million dollars was the Municipal
Employees of Chicago. The city treasurer at the
time knew us well, and he was eager to give a
small firm like ours a chance.

Ariel Fund Long-Term Perfomance: Turtle Wins!

Sounds dismal. There must be compensating balances?
I would say the good news is that there’s much less
quality research being done on small and mid size
companies than when we started.
No kidding.
John: We talk to management teams now that say,
“It’s so rare to have people like yourselves focused
on this area with a long term perspective.” We’re
like dinosaurs in some ways. But so many brokerage firms have dried up and disappeared — they
used to focus on a space and then they’d invest in
it. Even in the firms that still follow companies like
ours, the rigor and the detail and depth of the
research is much less than it used to be when we
started. You don’t see really thoughtful and deep
research on the small- and mid-cap space.
So yours stands out.
John: Yes, we’ve always done our own work. And I
can see it’s more valuable now than ever to do your
own work because there’s not much being done out
there that’s as thoughtful as it used to be.
Don’t you hear all the time that “you’re
wasting your time researching individual
stocks. Just buy an ETF and go to the
beach.”
John: The good news is that we’ve been able to
show over our 35 years in business that it works
doing it our way. We also do think that eventually
there’s going to be some kind of reckoning for the
ETF investors. Charlie has done more work on that
than I.
Charlie: You hear all that time that you can’t beat
the indexes, but the Ariel Fund, even after its fees,
has beaten each relevant index by more than 100
basis points per year. That adds up over time.
That’s a big differentiation. Then, in the last 10
years, we’ve beaten the indexes by close to 400
basis points. So this works. It has become a cliché
that you can’t beat the indexes, but it’s just. not.
true. Now, if you want to beat over a short period of
time —
Good luck with that.
Charlie: Absolutely. You have to look longer timeframes. You can’t tell somebody that you’re going to
outperform every quarter or even every year — you
can’t — but we do know there’s a lot of evidence
that this way of investing generates excess returns
over long periods of time. The reason actually —

Source: Ariel Funds

and we’ve spent a lot of time on this — is that
although we think the market is very efficient, there
is one big inefficiency. And that is that people are
too focused on short-term.
Extraordinarily focused on the short term.
Charlie: Just do the math on the value of a stock.
It’s the present value of the cash flows into perpetuity. If you actually do that math, less than 7% or
8% of that value is in the next year; 90% of the
value is in years two, three, four, five — and then
forever. But people are compensated on their ability to make shorter term calls. So all of the focus, we
would say — or more than half of the focus — is
placed on what’s going to happen in the next year.
This means, if you can find situations that have
some kind of trouble — a clear problem — in the
short-term, but have a great long-term cash flow
outlook, you can buy those names. Yes, you’ll suffer the short-term fluctuations, but you’ll do well in
the long run. That’s why the motto of the firm is
“slow and steady wins the race” and that’s why the
tortoise is the logo. We talk about small cap and
mid-cap value, but it’s also just a patient outlook
that’s been at the core of the out-performance.
John: Supporting that point, we’ve long had really
a world class board of directors and we just added
to our board Martijn Cremers, who’s a professor and
the interim dean at Notre Dame’s Mendoza College
of Business. He, along with a co-author, has gotten
credit for coining the term “Active Share.” Their
research shows that money managers with a high
active share, concentrated portfolios and a longterm perspective have outperformed over time.
It’s wonderful now to have some academic research
that backs up what we do. That’s why we recruited
Martijn to our board; it’s wonderful to get him.
Charlie is in charge of our thought leadership and
making sure we stay ahead of the curve; studying
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others that also compete. It’s a much, much more
competitive environment.

behavioral finance and the latest academic concepts. Having someone like Martijn to bounce
ideas off of, we think, is going to be very valuable
for us. We try not to sit on our laurels; try to continue to get better and challenge ourselves.

are feeling the short-term pressure.

Get better? Everything that Prof.
Cremers’ research says provides an
investment edge is on the forbidden list
for most managers today.
John: Right. It’s interesting you say that. We’re on
the road a lot because it’s earnings season and
we’re visiting company managements — sometimes
seeing them in their offices and sometimes seeing
them in Chicago, and a couple managers just
recently said, “You guys are just so unique.”

John: I think we end up gravitating to the ones who
have longer term outlooks. We build these longterm relationships with folks — Steve Lacy at
Meredith Corp. (MDP) is an example of someone
who’s building that business for the long run. He’s
doing great strategic things to put that company in
position for a successful next generation.

Nobody else bothers to visit them?
John: They’re saying that — and they’re also saying
that when analysts do come, it’s usually 28-year-olds
right out of business school. So the fact that we’re
bringing in seasoned veterans or portfolio managers
and analysts who also have a long-term perspective
— those things is very rare nowadays. We’ve had
like two management teams say, “We love talking
with you. You’re going to be talking about the long
run and about our five- and seven-year plans and
how the moat’s going to be maintained, how we
treat our customers, how we treat our employees,
how we recruit great talent.” Then they’ve added,
“That doesn’t happen. This is just unusual.”
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Another nice thing is that we have so many people
now who have been at our firm for more than 15
years — and they had ongoing conversations with
many of these management teams, building great
relationships and trust. I think it’s a distinctive
advantage for us that a lot of people in the industry
don’t really recognize.
Many seem to think that the only reason
to talk to managements ever was to elicit
illicit inside information, so why bother.
Then too, isn’t it pretty difficult to find
long-term oriented company managements today? Short-termism isn’t only
endemic on Wall Street.
John: Charlie, how would you answer?
Charlie: A lot of CEOs are compensated with equity but they need that equity to work over a longer
period of time. So while clearly they’re feeling the
pressure to make the quarter, they also know that
they have to make the investments to produce real
economic value in the long term. So they’re feeling
short-term pressure but not nearly to the extent
that Wall Street analysts or hedge fund managers
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The CEOs who run our companies are frustrated by
short-termism and most of them — at least the
ones we back — do tend to focus longer-term .

You can feel it when you’re with a management
team like that — and that encourages us to invest
more and then build that long-term relationship.
Somebody who you can tell is just in it for the
short-term — maybe that’s a stock that you don’t
buy at all. Or, as you start to realize it, you exit
those stocks.
Charlie: When you look at a lot of our biggest
holdings, they’re run by people who have been
there long-term — so for instance, KKR is one of
the biggest positions that we have. Henry Kravis
and George Roberts are not just focused on the
next quarter.
Clearly. Go on.
Charlie: In fact, we don’t buy any startup companies
with a young management looking to get rich quick.
John: We were just on the phone with Bob Bakish,
the CEO at Viacom (VIAB). He’s rebuilding that
company and getting it back on track with a longterm perspective and he’s made a lot of good calls
lately, on long-term relationships.
We also did a California swing not long ago and
had a great visit with First American Financial
Corp. (FAF). We’ve built up a relationship with
them for more than 10 years and our dialogue and
discussion today is entirely different.
It’s a different company than it was a
decade ago —
John: It’s interesting, partly, if you buy them right,
you can actually watch small caps growing into mid
caps. Then too, there has been so much acquisition
activity in various industries over the last 15 to 20
years — so many industries have consolidated. We
talk about this all of the time for all of our companies. We were on the phone with Madison Square
Garden Network (MSGN) recently, talking about
the importance of scale. More and more you find
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Like what?
John: One of our favorites — over the years we had
really great confidence in the office supply industry’s growth. Everything from General Binding,
which got bought by ACCO, the people who made
staplers to —
Charlie: Sanford pens.
John: Sanford — pens and markers and Sharpies
— highlighters — was a great one. We loved
Sanford and then it got bought by Newell. All these
companies got consolidated and sort of disappeared
from the market. So it’s hard to find a small- or
mid-cap company left in that space.
The toy industry is another good example. We used
to own Kenner Products and Parker Brothers and
we owned View-Master Ideal —
Charlie: Tonka trucks.
John: Topps, the baseball card company — all
those companies got consolidated. Now you’re left
with just Hasbro and Lego.
Charlie: By the way, one reason why we think
small cap has outperformed historically is because
when we sold those companies, it was always at a
nice acquisition premium.
That’s how the magic of M&A is supposed
to work —
Charlie: Well, you get that premium much more
often when investing in the world of small- and
mid-caps than in large caps.
John: To your point — we don’t talk a lot about this
— it doesn’t come up much — but we end up focusing more on mid size than smaller companies as the
time goes on because in this Amazon world, if you’re
not of scale, it’s hard to compete as effectively.
When you started, small companies were
typically suppliers to larger ones.
John: They didn’t have to have worldwide distribution or lots of technology and back office capabilities. It’s about scale again. Today, you have to be
able to spread your costs over multiple products
and geographies. Which means companies have to

be mid size. You never know, cycles come and go
and things change — but today scale is big.
The dearth of IPOs has also shrunk the
universe of small caps.
John: And the number of public companies has just
shrunk in general. So we need to be careful. What
we don’t want to do is buy a junky small company
— buy something just because it’s in the index and
it’s small. If a company doesn’t have scale, doesn’t
have the geography or geographical reach, doesn’t
have balance sheet strength, it’s a potential disaster. We want to make sure we buy the best businesses for our investment products and our clients.
Speaking of scale, Ariel has six mutual
funds and essentially the same number of
institutional strategies. A number of
other investment companies of your vintage offer more flavors than Baskin
Robbins. Why not Ariel?
John: I’ve always believed — well, Warren Buffett
is our hero and he always talks about staying in
your circle of competence — investing in what you
know, staying focused. Charlie Munger always says
your portfolio shouldn’t be like Noah’s Ark, where
you own two of everything. When we put all that
together, we decided that the best way we could add
value was to stay within our niche, to try to be the
best small- to mid-cap value team in Chicago. Then,
in New York, we have our global investment team
led by Rupal Bhansali who also focuses on being
best in that niche. Then, we just stay the course.
I know the other fund companies are going in the
opposite direction and have diversified broadly.
We understand that but it’s just not our culture; it’s
not in our DNA. We really want to stand for something we believe in and get better and better in our
niche. And be very prudent.
Plus you’re too contrary to follow the herd.
John: It can be painful at times. For instance, ’08
was our worst year in 35. We underperformed significantly and disappointed our customers. The bad
news was we lost significant assets because we
weren’t overly diversified. But the good news was
that the experience certainly made sure that everyone understood that our goals were really in line
with our customers’. And we had to make sure that
we recovered strongly in 2009, 2010, 2011 — for
our customers and for ourselves. We had nowhere
to hide, we had no other product to say, “look over
here” to divert clients’ attention or assets to.
So we focused on our core product and being the best
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managements telling you that they’ve got to get
larger, they have to build to scale. And acquisitions are a way that they can move from small to
mid-cap faster. Some of our favorite sectors over
the years have been totally consolidated.
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small- to mid cap manager we could be and learning
from our experiences and mistakes. We learned a lot
in ’08 and ’09, no doubt about it. There were a lot of
lessons all piled into that period.
What are you doing differently now?
John: Charlie has led the improvements and
maybe he can hit a couple highlights that we think
really matter to the way our shop works.
Charlie: Sure. We do try to foster a culture of
learning, where you look at what you do and learn
from your mistakes. So we had a couple of key
takeaways from our tough ’08. First, we had a number of companies that ended up being fine but were
hurt in the interim by balance sheets that weren’t
as strong as they could have been. As profits came
down their banks often forced them to issue equity
at exactly the worst time — diluting us, which was
very painful. So we put in place our own debt rating system. In the past, we’d largely relied on the
rating agencies. But what we found out during the
crisis was that rating agencies were reluctant to
downgrade a company because it’s an admission of
a mistake — and the companies are the ones who
pay their fees.
You had a lot of company there.
Charlie: But that was no comfort when there were
a lot of companies going bankrupt that were investment grades six months before. I had worked at
Salomon Brothers in NYC for more than 20 years
— had done hundreds of bond meetings and presentations to the rating agencies, and we used my
experience to put in place our own debt rating procedures. We were able to do that because we own
so few stocks. If we owned 600 stocks, that would
be very hard to do, but we only owned 40 stocks.
So in the Ariel Fund we did our own credit work
and put in place a credit rule. We would only buy
names that we consider double B minus or better
as new investments. We’d buy no single B-credits.
So today if you look at the Ariel Fund, it holds
companies with much stronger balance sheets than
those in the indexes. We think that’s going to help
in the next downturn.
John: It’s a big deal. Charlie is being modest. He
really pushes us all on all the companies we follow
to make sure that analysts aren’t falling in love
with a company and creating a sense that the balance sheet is stronger than it really is. Charlie has
being riding herd on all the analysts to make sure
of this and has become our devil’s advocate, testing
the balance sheets of the companies we follow and
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making sure we live up to the disciplines we’ve
created here. It’s really important.
Charlie: The leveraged loan market has been so
strong for so long again now that a lot of weaker
companies have been able to add more and more
debt here.
You’ve noticed?
Charlie: Oh, yes. And we do think we’re going to
see, in the next downturn, a lot of these companies
get into trouble. We have a lot of respect for our
peers but a lot of them don’t know a lot about fixed
income analysis. Some equity analysts are very
smart on history and earnings trends but they’re
not good at balance sheet analysis and credit. So
we do think this is a competitive advantage.
I’d agree. What’s the other significant
change you’ve made, post crisis?
Charlie: The second — we have spent a lot of time
talking about behavioral finance. And one of the
findings of behavioral finance research that’s very
powerful is the endowment effect. In other words,
you believe what you own is better than what you
don’t own. And then there are some corollaries —
one of which is confirmation bias — that if you
own something you’re going to listen to good news
about it and you’re going to tune out the bad news.
What we’ve done is put in place a devil’s advocate
process designed to combat that. The idea is that
we have somebody whose job it is to analyze and
make the bear case on every stock we look at. It
may sound trivial but in the past if John loved X,
Y, or Z company and I didn’t, I might have been
reluctant to make that point too forcefully. After
all, he’s my boss and he might take it personally if
I say what’s not good about his stock pick. But if
it’s now my job to be the devil’s advocate, then he’s
not going to take my objections personally. So we
can have better conversations around the room.
Another thing that happens when someone likes a
stock — an analyst makes all kinds of judgments
every day on how to value stocks, and they’re going
to just subconsciously make decisions that are
optimistic — so they’ll come up with a generous
valuation. But a devil’s advocate will push back on
those adjustments. “Why are you using 12 times
EBIDTA for the take out, when maybe the last
three deals have all been at multiples of 11 or
10.5?” So adding a devil’s advocate is a very
important change in our process.
John: Those are probably the two most important
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But I just want to reiterate that so many of the
process improvements we’ve made involving a
devil’s advocate are really tied with the finance
work that we’ve been studying. Anyway, it’s in our
DNA now and it helps the quality of our conversations each and every week. If someone is showing a
confirmation bias we can say, “Hey, Charlie, you’re
showing confirmation bias.” Or we can say, “Tim,
you’ve got an endowment effect here.” We can use
a common language, it improves our investment
discussions, and we’re committed to it.
Looking beyond Ariel, what are the
biggest changes you’ve seen in investing
over your 35 years in the business?
John: We could go on and on about how the world
has changed. About how there are now so many
consultants, how Morningstar has taken off, and
how many other opinion makers are out there. But
one of the things that’s consistent is that they have
all come to the belief — because there’s so much
volatility in the market — that they want to encourage investors to only invest in funds that have the
least amount of volatility — the least tracking error.
This sort of “de-risking,” I think, has been a major
shift over the last 35 years. In the old days — I
shouldn’t say “old days” — but when you and I got
into the business, portfolio managers who made
bets on companies they believed in and on sectors
they believed in were seen as the role models and
the thought leaders. And now we’ve gone to the
opposite extreme.
So when we come in and talk about our high active
share and we talk about our concentrated portfolios
a lot of people —
They must stare at you like, “What planet
are you from?”
John: Exactly. We always come back and say, “The
world’s greatest investor always talks about the best

way to outperform is by having concentrated portfolios. ‘Know your names and your industries better
than anyone else, take big positions in them and
you’ll outperform over time.’ And he’s proven it.”
Warren Buffett and various other disciples of
Warren have proven our investment philosophy,
and we think it’s the way to invest. But that doesn’t
mean that running concentrated value portfolios
isn’t a challenge.
But insisting that volatility is opportunity,
not risk — not to mention that index hugging isn’t riskless — both are considered
heresy today.
John: Right. What I keep saying in meetings of the
various investment committees I serve on — using
a basketball analogy because I love basketball —
is this: Suppose you knew nothing about basketball
but were put in a room and tasked with starting a
basketball team — but you could have the greatest
basketball minds of all time on your board — so
you could talk to Mike Krzyzewski and Johnny
Wooden and Bill Russell and ask, “What are the
three most important things to do to be successful;
what are the three things not to do.”
You’d have a big advantage.
John: Well, we basically have the equivalent of that
in investment management today. We have Warren
Buffett and Charlie Munger, among others, saying,
“This is exactly the way to invest. The best way to
make money.” Buffett is the greatest investor of all
time and everyone goes in the exact opposite direction. It’s a strange thing.
When you have somebody who’s written the playbook for excellence, who’s proven over a generation
how extraordinary his performance has been — for
people not to follow his path doesn’t make sense to
us. Now, there are some outside people who understand this very well, like Michael Breen at
Morningstar — he’s probably the most brilliant
analyst we’ve ever run across — looking at managers and evaluating managers in the fund industry. Because what he does is look at the underlying
fundamentals of the companies in your portfolio
and determines whether you’re actually executing
your philosophy and strategy in what you’ve invested in.
He also understands that if you have got companies
with strong cash flows and moats and they’re in the
right sectors, you’re going to outperform over time,
though not necessarily every quarter. But he is a
rare exception. All too often the “analysts” simply
look at tracking error for the last three years and
evaluate you that way.
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changes, and they’re both closely tied with the
finance work that Charlie has led. Maybe you know
we’ve also had some of the top-level finance
thinkers in the country come and speak in our
research meetings — which even led to having a
company-wide event for all our clients and ourselves — where we brought Dick Thaler in, Cass
Sunstein in, Toby Moskowitz, and others — it was
just a fabulous group. Dick Thaler said at the time
he’d never had seen so many of the top finance
thinkers brought together like that, for a whole day
and evening. We even had the political polling
expert — Nate Silver — discussing probabilities
and all that. And Billy Bean for our dinner speaker.
It was a wonderful day.

Charlie: That kind of lazy analysis is a very big
issue, particularly at the plan sponsor level. People
have given up dramatic amounts of expected return
in favor of reducing “risk”. The classic example of
this is the pension plan which used to be invested
in the traditional 60/40 portfolio (one that was 60%
equities and 40% bonds), but now has gone to LDI
[liability-driven investment] or 100% bonds — and
they did it at the worst possible time.
Frankly — and I may offend some people by mentioning this — but there’s an undercovered story in
how some Fortune 500 companies with $100 billion pension plans converted them entirely into
bonds in 2009.
They were just being “prudent.” Switching
into “liability matching” with awful timing.
Charlie: So they’ve earned 2% annual returns ever
since instead of the 20% returns they would have
earned in stocks. Some of the biggest investment
companies in America went in favor of reducing
“risk” and gave up massive prospective returns.
We also see it in the hedge fund industry, which is
built at this point on the idea that people are willing
to accept much lower returns, and pay extremely
high fees in exchange for what they see as less risk.
John: But as you said, they’re defining risk as
volatility. While Warren defines it as the permanent loss of capital —
If you fundamentally misunderstand “risk,”
all the rest follows. And people — especially
in institutions — are always investing in the
rear-view mirror, like going market neutral
in 2009.
John: Everyone comes to the same conclusions,
together. The herding instinct is powerful.
Charlie: And you don’t get fired for doing what a
lot of other people are doing. That’s the problem of
institutional decision-making.
What’s the Keynes quote? “Worldly wisdom teaches that it is better for reputation to fail conventionally than to succeed
unconventionally.”

doesn’t “feel” nearly as real as an actual loss.
That’s another insight from behavioral
investing. A loss is far more upsetting to
people than a foregone opportunity.
Moreover, investment committees have
insulated themselves from actual decision-making to a ridiculous degree.
John: We’re starting to see a few cracks. Because
the market has been so strong for so long, we’re
slowly but surely seeing a little bit of a fraying of
the consensus. The first thing we noticed is there
less of this universal notion that paying hedge
funds is the end all and be all. I’ve been in more
investment committee meetings recently where
people are following Charlie’s lead and getting rid
of hedge funds. I’m starting to see maybe a tiny bit
of realization that “long only” maybe isn’t just old
fuddy-duddy investing.
Really?
John: Yes, it’s only slowly happening — it’s not
happening overnight — but I’m hopeful. Over the
next five years, I think people will look back and
realize that having good old fashioned stock picking, long-only managers, is valuable — and that
you’ll have a renaissance of the days of the Mario
Gabelli’s, the Bill Miller’s and the Peter Lynch’s,
the John Neff’s, the Ralph Wanger’s — and people
like them who were celebrated —
— for their stock picking prowess — independent thinking, craft, intelligence. But
what’s going to spark that? The passive
investing cult is so dominant now.
John: I suspect two things may happen. Charlie
probably has other thoughts — but one thing likely
to happen will probably be like what happened at
the end of the 20th Century. Then, such a huge
part of the S&P 500’s capitalization was concentrated in just a handful of hot internet stocks that
went to astronomical multiples — and once that
started to unravel, traditional value managers started looking a lot smarter.
Sure, but only after being considered
dumber than rocks during the mania —
John: But they didn’t just look a lot better, they
also performed very well. And I think we’re getting
close to that kind of a transition point here.

Charlie: Right. But it’s still a hard sell these days.
John: Harder than I’ve ever seen it.
Charlie: Part of the reason is that there isn’t a
penalty if you earned 2%, but didn’t earn 20%.
That opportunity cost doesn’t get considered. It
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Bye bye FAANGs?
John: We’ve been talking a lot about that. There was
some data we got from a Yacktman letter talking
about a top — showing the handful of top companies
that are dominating the S&P now — and making a
comparison with its narrow leadership before the
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There’s a strategy to be had in buying the
orphans. My friends at Mark Boyar’s
Boyar Value Group wrote it up persuasively a while back.
John: Absolutely. So I think the climate for passive
investing is going to change over these next several
years. The final thing I see changing — I was talking to my friend Don Graham about this recently —
and he was saying that five years from now we’re
going to look back and see all the money that went
into hedge funds, with people paying 2 and 20 for
low volatility, low returns — people are going to look
back at that like it was a tulip bulb fantasy — something that just didn’t make any sense. I think we just
need to get some distance from the last crash to get
people comfortable again that they can make money
in long-term traditional equities — and not need this
volatility dampener in their portfolios.
It’s just a matter of time before people regain that
confidence and then see, in black and white, the
poor performance of the hedge funds — and the
high fees they paid to get it.
It hasn’t been pretty, by and large.
John: Paying up for poor performance just doesn’t
make sense. At least, if you’re paying 2 and 20 for
private equity, you probably can look back over 20
years and see returns of 15% to 17% a year. So
you’ve paid a high fee, but gotten high returns.
That’s how it’s supposed to work.
John: Right. But hedge funds are the exact opposite. It’s been this weird group think. Everyone just
drank the same Kool-Aid — and, as I said, we
have to get some distance from the last bear market
before people to sort of realize that.
This long bull market should help that
along, however you date or measure it.
John: I think that clearly the bull market started
under President Obama. He really just did an
extraordinary job of getting our economy back in

the right place and going in the right direction. I
also think that in certain cases deregulation is
going to allow both the market rally and the economic recovery to be extended. We’re very bullish
on the markets here, and we’ve been very optimistic for quite a while, telling people that for various financial reasons, people have been of skeptical of this rally, going all the way back.
Do you suspect that has to do with the severity of the crisis? People in our grandparents’
generation never really got over 1929. I think
my grandfather’s portfolio never again held
anything racier than the local utility.
Charlie: That’s exactly right. People who lived
through the Great Depression never got over it.
Whereas the ’87 crash was fixed so quickly it didn’t
have much of an impact on people. But in ’08 with
Lehman Brothers and Bear Stearns going bankrupt,
people were losing their entire life savings.
Not to mention thousands losing homes in
the mortgage crisis.
Charlie: They remember that and investment committees are still thinking about the next crash. So
extra fear is still absolutely with us, and frankly as
long as that exists, that’s a contrarian positive and
we can still have the market go up.
Climb the proverbial wall of worry.
Charlie: Everybody always says, at the beginning
of a year, that companies or analysts are too positive on earnings, then the companies will bring
down guidance. But we are finding the opposite
right now. Companies are beating the estimates,
and increasing their outlooks. So if anything people
are underestimating corporate profitability — at
least for this year and next year.
John: When we go through companies sector by
sector and industry by industry, the analysts are
telling us that much more deregulated environments are allowing them to do a lot more things.
We can feel the enthusiasm of the money management teams that appreciate this, whether in the
healthcare industry or the restaurant industry or
really everywhere. The managements of a couple of
our media stocks were recently saying there’s going
to be a lot more M&A and lots more opportunities
because of the deregulation that’s happening in the
media space. You’re getting to see it in place after
place. It’s pretty shocking how broad it is.
Are you picking up much concern about all
of the trade war and tariff threats?
John: It’s interesting. Charlie just talked to another
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market crash in 2000. Other articles also have been
written about that lately — and I think that’s going
to be a catalyst for people to realize that indexing
isn’t the end all and be all. I often feel that once
everyone’s buying stocks basically because of the
index they’re in, instead of the fundamentals of the
businesses — once that becomes the group think —
then you’re getting toward a top. And I think that’s
what we’re seeing. We’re also seeing that, of course,
with the ETFs and sector ETFs that Charlie has
been writing about and thinking about — if a stock
is not in the index, it is orphaned.
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Charlie: This is going to be a conventional answer
— but at this point it’s a threat as opposed to a
reality. People are nervous about what a trade war
with China could produce, but so far it’s almost all
talk. The one exception is that anyone who uses a
lot of steel is already being affected. We are also
seeing an impact in higher labor costs, but that is a
good thing — in a tight labor market, that’s putting
some pressure on wages. There’s also pressure in
agriculture, but we’re not exposed there.
I don’t pick up that you’re much worried
about interest rates, either?
Charlie: We think the market can handle higher rates
in conjunction with a stronger economy. But if you
suddenly got higher rates, that could be a problem.

Oh, no kidding.
Charlie: The REITs of the world and the high dividend payers and the utilities that people have
crowded into for income because rates have been
so low — those stocks do get hurt, even if we only
go from 2.8 % on the ten-year to 4%.
That’s the downside of chasing yield.
Charlie: Right.
Let’s talk about areas you’re finding more
attractive, as the bull powers on —
John: There are some sectors we still think are
cheap, though we have had some really great recoveries in some of our bigger names. Companies like
Zebra Technologies (ZBRA) and KKR & Co. Inc.
(KKR) have just done really well. But the media
space is one where we’re very optimistic.

John: We aren’t there yet. We have lots of room on
interest rates — they’re still historically low. We
debate these things in our weekly meetings — I
think, amazingly enough, there’s a real case that
people are still underestimating the power of the
technological revolution — how much more efficient we’ve become as a society — how much more
productive American workers have become. It’s
irrefutable that the computers in our pockets have
made us much more productive. We can multitask
in ways that people never before could have imagined. And we have these powerful companies like
Amazon and Alibaba around the world that are
forcing prices down — keeping inflation under
control in dramatic ways.

Why is that?
John: Everyone has decided that television and
broadcasting companies end up like newspapers —

It’s not that we don’t all know it in a sense and that
people don’t see it at work every day. But I still
think people are skeptical about it, they don’t quite
want to believe that this is going to all happen
faster than we think. Or that Moore’s law is still
working. So my bet is on the technological revolution being faster than anyone anticipates — or than
the consensus anticipates, I guess I should say.

I do think content companies will do surprisingly
well though, including some of the controversial
names that people are skeptical about — Viacom,
Madison Square Garden Networks — here in New
York, MSGN has the Knicks and the Rangers and
the Liberty sports teams — and that content matters.

Implying that it is holding inflation at bay?
John: Exactly. Therefore you’re going to find that
inflation’s going to be slower to accelerate the way
it has in past recoveries. So if we keep interest
rates under control and inflation under control, it
will be some time before we have to start to worry.
Hope you’re right!
Charlie: I would just point out to your readers that
there are certain kinds of stocks that don’t do well
when interest rates are going up.
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Besides, they’re “enemies of the people” too.
John: Clearly, you jest! But people are looking in
the mirror and saying, “Okay, the newspapers have
almost all collapsed, no one reads the newspaper
anymore and your kids don’t read the newspapers.”
Nevertheless, content matters, whether it’s Netflix or
a CBS. The companies controlling these libraries of
content control the new shows and the new movies
and new creative content of all sorts. And, before
you ask, of course we’re watching developments at
CBS closely, but it’s too soon to comment.

Once a ball player, always a fan.
John: Guilty. But I still play. I also think the local
television stations that cover local news — as the
local newspapers disappear from local communities
— will increase in value. People will still want to
know the local weather forecast and sport scores,
even about local politics, and turn on their local
newscasts. And all the money flooding into midterm elections should mean they’ll sell a lot of ads.
What a dismal prospect.
John: Yes, in Chicago all you see now is one gubernatorial ad after another. But this means the local
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of our old Lab Schools friends, who is a top international economist — Charlie?

Charlie: On that note, I have to run out to be interviewed by CNBC. But John will no doubt carry on.
Thanks, Charlie. You’re sure to raise the
level of their discourse. So what else has
caught your eye in the media space, John?
John: In media, we still also believe in the advertising agencies, or advertising-related companies, as
we call them. So it could be almost anything. IPG,
the Interpublic Group of Companies, we have a
position in; it’s really cheap; Omnicom Group
(OMC) is a modest position for us; Nielsen (NLSN),
which does the viewership tracking — it’s been a
controversial name — but we think that however
people want to bring their products to market — in
this world that is so fast-changing — they need an
ad agency more than ever to help them figure it out
— whether it’s through social media or traditional
media, print versus non-print and all the myriad
ways of marketing products today. Companies can’t
do that all for themselves. So we’re bullish there.
We still need to keep track of the eyeballs, which
Nielsen does very well — and you need an independent company to do that because advertisers
don’t want to just accept whatever the media outlets
tell them. So I think Nielsen will do okay.
Isn’t Paul Singer’s Elliot Management
pushing Nielsen to sell itself?
John: That’s the controversy. I think that ultimately
the board will do the right thing for shareholders.
Maybe this company would do better as part of
another company, instead of going private and trying to stay the course, which is another option that
it has floated.
The CEO is leaving at the end of the year and
they’ve got an interim CEO, so this is a time they
have the freedom to pick the right choice.
What is catching your eye, outside of media?
John: Media is a larger position than normal for us
in this environment. But another place where we
have something of a unique perspective is financials. We’ve invested in financials — but in nontraditional areas. So we own Jones Lang LaSalle
Inc. (JLL) and CBRE Group (CBRE) — they are
both real estate services companies and we’ve
owned them forever. The managements have done a

great job. They are basically the only two big
brands in real estate services that operate worldwide. They do everything from leasing to capital
markets to investment management to outsourcing
real estate — and all those functions are really
important.
But other companies, whether they develop, own or lease real estate, don’t want to
mess with doing them.
John: Especially the really big, giant companies
today just want to outsource their real estate services. So we are highly confident that JLL and
CBRE are really well-positioned.
Another financial that we own is Lazard (LAZ).
They do investment banking and international
global investing. Again, it’s a high fee-generating
type of financial asset. This is not someone who’s
out lending money and then having to worry about
someone paying them back. Lazard is one of our
largest holdings. Ken Jacobs, the CEO there has
done a great job of getting that company on track.
Do you have other financial favorites?
John: Well, we talked earlier about how Henry
Kravis has done a wonderful job at KKR. In like
vein, we just recently bought a stake in Howard
Marks’ Oaktree Capital Group (OAK).
So this is a case of one great value partisan buying another?
John: Howard is a value investor but he invests in
distressed debt, so he’s in the alternative asset
space. We were out to visit with him recently in Los
Angeles. They’ve got a great CEO, a great management and are well-positioned if there’s a downturn
because of their distressed focus.
Sure, they can’t wait.
John: Oaktree and another alternative asset manager are our newest holdings in the sector. We also
just recently bought some Affiliated Managers
Group (AMG) shares. We love this kind of space
—things that aren’t fully understood by Wall
Street. These are financials no one is thinking of.
What isn’t fully understood about AMG is that
theirs has been a roll-up strategy of buying established money managers —
Forever. That’s understood.
John: But isn’t as appreciated is that in the last 10
years or so they’ve focused more on alternative
asset managers — and one of them, AQR Capital
Management, has become an extraordinarily successfully alternative asset manager. They’ve done it
with creative fee structures and creative approach-
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broadcasters will do better — companies like
TEGNA (TGNA) [the spun-off Gannett broadcasting operations] and Meredith Corp. (MDP) and others will surprise people on the upside. Some consolidation in the industry will help there, too.
Again, scale matters and bringing all that content
together under a smaller number of roofs will help.

Cliff is scary smart. They all are.
John: Yes. And AQR is somewhere between 30%
and 50% owned by Affiliated.
That much?
John: I might be off by a little bit, but somewhere
in that range. AQR is a major investment at AMG.
We think as AQR continues to grow — It’s over
$200 billion in assets — and AMG all together is
a little over $800 billion, so a quarter of the assets
are through AQR — and if you think about it, the
fees on AQR products are probably higher than at
traditional managers owned by AMG.
What I’m getting at is that even with the creative
fee structures that AQR has, it’s going to be a disproportionate contributor to the profitability of
AMG and to the future growth of AMG. We think
AMG is significantly impacted by their ownership
of AQR.
Hmm, I always thought their roll-up strategy took in interesting managers and
turned them into rather ordinary ones.
And I’m trying to be polite.
John: That was my bias, too. But I was at a conference and happened to see their presentation. And I
happen to know, because of my life in D.C., how
smart John and David and Cliff are. So I realized
that this might be a way to participate in AQR. In
the past, you could make a case that maybe the
best days were behind a company when AMG
bought them, though they do have some great
brands. But in this case the future of AQR is so
bright, it gave me a lot of enthusiasm and a good
feeling about AMG and its future.
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we want to own them?
It’s a “dying” industry.
John: We obviously disagree. But we try to be
mostly creative. The only asset manager we own
that is sort of traditional is Janus Henderson Group
plc (JHG) — and it’s only a small position for us
— one that hasn’t done well lately. We do think
that they made a nice merger between the international firm, Henderson, and Janus. There should be
tremendous synergy there. And Dai-ichi Life owns
a significant portion of the joint company, so we
think that’s a little bit of a floor. Dai-ichi could
ultimately buy more and also bring in their international and global expertise and relationships to
help Janus Henderson grow their assets.
What other odd corners of the market are
you drawn to?
We have a nice, significant piece of the portfolios
in the industrial sector, led by Kennametal (KMT)
and Zebra Technologies, which I mentioned earlier.
Keysight Technologies (KEYS) is another holding,
which announced earnings recently. That’s been a
nice area for us. Another is healthcare. Sabrina
Carollo has covered healthcare stocks for us for
more than 10 years — she’s terrific. She’s now a
senior vice president and our director of research
operations. She has us in stocks like LabCorp (LH)
and Charles River Laboratories (CRL), Thermo
Fisher Scientific and Bio-Rad — a nice group,
even if they don’t fit into a neat story the way our
media and alternative investment companies do.
Sabrina has contributed some really creative,
thoughtful ideas that have done well for us.

So alternative asset managers are another big group
for us. I just think that as all these pension funds
and endowments start looking to get returns again,
they’re going to be putting money in Lazard’s international and global products or in KKR’s private
equity or in Oaktree’s distressed debt, or AQR’s
latest creative offering.

They’re all pretty significant niche players
in the healthcare space, instead of a big
pharma or hospital group behemoths.
John: Yes, we don’t have any of those. We were
visiting with the CEO of LabCorp recently and he
was saying diagnostics would prevail as a business,
despite the inroads artificial intelligence is making
in the medical field. “We will still need good lab
work.” And that’s mostly hard to replicate through
AI or anything else out there. So the moats should
stay in place for companies like Bio-Rad and
Thermo Fisher.

Playing right into your portfolio companies.
John: You see the logic there; we’ve got the best of
breed in every asset class and feel like the group
has been under-recognized, undervalued — sometimes because their corporate structures prove a
challenge to some analysts, but also because
there’s been this worry in the market that active
asset managers are going to collapse, so why would

Anything else you’d care to spotlight?
John: We’re continuing to work hard, looking for
ideas. But I should say, too, that right now, we’re
feeling well-positioned. Every couple of years —
every once in a while — we feel that way. It
doesn’t always work out that way, but our key forward P/E on the Ariel Fund — our flagship fund
that’s now 32 years old — is 12.8, a significant dis-
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es in technology and very creative people — we
always come back to that — John Liew and David
Kabiller and Cliff Asness.

One thing I should have gotten out earlier.
You’re no longer the sole portfolio manager for your Ariel and Ariel Appreciation
Funds, right?
John: Yes, on the Appreciation Fund, Tim Fidler is
my co-manager — and on the Ariel Fund, I’ve got
two portfolio managers — John Miller and Ken
Kuhrt. The cool thing — John Miller is now 29
years at Ariel; Sabrina has been with us 17 years,
Charlie is coming up on 15 years. Tim has been at
Ariel for 19 years, and Ken has been with us for 14.
You’re implying Ariel is just a terrible
place to work?
John: Right. We all went through that financial crisis together and that’s a big thing. We’ve learned so
much about ourselves living through that turmoil
and drama and we’re better for it. And I’m pleased
that these core people have chosen to stick together. We’re giving them more and more responsibility
all the time. But hopefully I can still be doing this
for the next 15 years, too.
You’re still that eager to jump out of bed?
John: Oh yes. It’s not that it’s not a hard business,
that’s for sure. And sometimes you get disappointed
when everyone doesn’t see the things that we think
they should. But Mellody Hobson, our president,
has done just such an incredible job with all the
people sides of our business — she makes it work.
Mellody has been with us 27 years and oversees all
of the non-investment areas — allowing me to
focus on investing and seeing clients and consultants. So the CFO, the general counsel, all of the
marketing, sales, compliance, client services — all
of those people report to Mellody. Having a business partner like her has been a tremendous blessing as we built the business.
It’s wonderful to see, too, her career now taking off

to another level after her 27 years here. She’s just
joined the board of JPMorganChase, and it’s like
drinking from a fire hose, she’s learning so much
about how they handle various issues — and bringing it back to us. I am a big believer that board service can help you learn a lot, broaden your exposure, make you a better investor and a better leader.
Looking at the long list of your corporate
and charitable board activities, you practice what you preach.
John: I’m always out there hustling. Seriously, our
commitment to community, especially in Chicago is
real, and one of the shared values within Ariel.
That is why we get involved in what we believe in.
And the diversity of our team — I’m sorry if this
sounds like a little commercial — but in this day
and age of Me Too, we have women in charge of
every department in the firm, except for portfolio
management and technology operations. Every
other one — from the offices of the president and
CFO down — is run by a woman. And the head of
our international and global investing operation, in
New York, is a woman.
We think the strong, dynamic women running the
place give us a unique competitive advantage moving forward. We can recruit talent from anywhere
and then we get people who come and stay.
I won’t disagree. But that makes Ariel a
very different sort of work environment.
Did you set out to create it that way?
John: Not really, but I’d have to acknowledge that
my mother was a strong role model for me, from
early on, and we’re all influenced by how we grew
up. I had a very strong and dynamic working mom
and a dynamic and strong working dad, too.
Despite their divorce, they were both equal to me. I
didn’t think about mom’s career as less important
than dad’s career.
And that was different than in a lot of families in
the 1960s, when many middle class moms stayed at
home with the kids. But I was fortunate in that my
mom was the first African American woman to
graduate from the University of Chicago Law
School. She was a pioneer. Almost every job she
got, she was the first person to do it. So she did
teach me that anything was possible; that you
shouldn’t let your fear of a glass ceiling slow you
down or stop you from working to crack it. She
never gave up. So she pushed herself and she
pushed me. I was the only child, so every weekend
I’d go back and forth between my dad’s and my
mom’s places — I got to see both sides and careers.
Growing up in Hyde Park, I have to add, was my
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count to the Russell 2500 Value Index’s P/E of
15.2. Then too, our one-year beta is now 0.89 —
though we don’t invest based upon that statistic.
It’s just an artifact of the way the portfolio falls out.
But we think it should mean that our portfolio will
have better downside protection if the market runs
into difficulties. And our portfolio companies’ balance sheets are exceedingly strong, thanks to the
credit criteria improvements we’ve made to our
process since the financial crisis — so we feel very
good about that. Finally, with these sectors that
we’re in being out of favor, we just feel like, Wow,
something good is going to happen — to earnings,
or maybe transactions. We’re just feeling a lot of
enthusiasm that these next couple of years will be
good for us.

Welling on Wall St. LLC believes that its reputation for journalistic enterprise, intellectual independence and absolute integrity are essential to
its mission. Our readers must be able to assume
that we have no hidden agendas; that our facts
are thoroughly researched and fairly presented
and that when published our analyses and opinions reflect our best judgments - and not the
vested pocketbook interests of our sources, our
colleagues, our clients or ourselves.
WOWS’s mission is to provide our readers with
thoroughly independent research, trenchant
analysis and opinions that are as considered as
they are provocative. We work tirelessly to fulfill
that mission. That said, you must also consider
that no one, and no organization is perfect, and
be assured that our lawyers advise that we tell
you so. So here it is, in plain language, not the
usual lawyer-ese.
All the material in this publication is based on
data from sources that we have every reason to
believe are accurate and reliable. But we can’t
(nor can anyone else) guarantee it to be utterly
accurate. And there’s always a chance, though
we strive to avoid it, that we’ve missed something. So we make no claim that it is complete;
the end-all and be-all. Opinions and projections
found in this report reflect either our opinion or
that of our interviewees or guest authors (all of
whom are clearly identified) as of the original
interview/publication date and are subject to
change without notice. When an unaffiliated
interviewee’s opinions and projections are
reported, WOWS is relying on the accuracy and
completeness of that individual/firm’s own
research and research disclosures and assumes
no liability for that research or those disclosures,
beyond summarizing their disclosures in an adjacent box.
This report is the product of journalistic enterprise and research. It is NOT a sales tool. It is not
intended to be - and should NOT be mistaken for
- an offer to sell anything. It is NOT a solicitation
for any sort of Investment or speculation. It
should NOT form the basis for any decision to
enter into any contract or to purchase any security or financial product. It is entirely beyond the
scope and, bluntly, competence of this publication to determine if any particular security is
suitable for any specific subscriber. In other
words, we don’t give investment advice. Don’t
mistake anything you read in WOWS for investment advice. This publication does not provide
sufficient information upon which to base an
investment decision. WOWS does advise all readers to consult their brokers or other financial
advisors or professionals as appropriate to verify
pricing and all other information. WOWS, its affiliates, officers, owners and associates do not
assume any liability for losses that may result if
anyone, despite our warnings, relies on any
information, analysis, or opinions in the publication. And, of course, past performance of securities or any financial instruments is not indicative
of future performance. Confidentiality and
Trading Disclosure: All information gathered by
WOWS staff or affiliates in connection with
her/his job is strictly the property of WOWS It is
never to be disclosed prior to publication to anyone outside of WOWS and is never to be used,
prior to publication-and for two week thereafteras the basis for any personal investment decision by staff, affiliates and/or members of their
immediate households. All staff and affiliates of
WOWS will avoid not only speculation but the
appearance of speculation and may not engage
in short-term trading, the short selling of securities, or the purchase or sale of options, futures,
or other derivatives, including ETFs reliant on
derivatives. Any equity or fixed-income investments entered into by WOWS staff or affiliates
will be held for a minimum of six months unless
dispensation is received, under extraordinary circumstances, from WOWS’s legal counsel. Any preexisting direct investment interest in any stock,
mutual fund, ETF or partnership portfolio covered in an issue of WOWS will be specifically disclosed in that edition and that position will be
frozen for at least a month. Internet disclosure:
Electronic Communications Disclosure: The websites and WOWS’ electronic communications can,
alas, fall prey of all manner of malicious activity.
While WOWS takes reasonable and prudent steps
to try to prevent its website, journals and communications from interception, corruption, infection, contamination and other electronic malefactors, there are even fewer guarantees in the
realms of software and the web than in finance—
where there are none. WOWS disclaims and cannot accept liability for any damages to computer
systems as a result of downloading or opening
contaminated versions its website, journals or
communications.

All of us, when we went to college, were shocked to
learn the whole world didn’t view the world the way
we did in Hyde Park. In college, we had the black
students in one lunch room, the Latino students
somewhere else and we’d learn about anti-Semitism
and sexism and all these things. When we came
home for our first Christmas vacation, we all saw
how naïve we’d been — and fortunate that we grew
up in this unique place.
Your high school didn’t prepare you?
John: Hyde Park is like this socioeconomic island.
The Lab Schools are private schools, but the enrollment is a mix — the kids of the university security
guards and the kids of Nobel Prize winners and the
lawyer, the doctor and so on. It wasn’t like a typical
prep school, where everyone is the kid of an investment banker. Half of the student body were children of academics affiliated with the university in
some way, and they bring in different perspectives
and cultures. So it was nice of my parents to let me
go there to school but that school was very special.
I see you’ve given a lot back to it.
John: Oh I do. The Lab Schools have been one of
my biggest outside involvements. I was on the Lab
Schools’ board for 24 years and got to spend the
last six years as chairman; changed the governance.
We created a big fundraising campaign and we got
a lot done there and it was so cool.

Priceless exposure.
John: This year we had close to 20 kids everywhere
from the Kreske Foundation to Rush Presbyterian
Hospital and the Knight Foundation, the
MacArthur Foundation. And I’ve actually been to a
couple of investment committee meetings where
these kids presented during the summer, because I
happen to be on those boards — and it’s so cool to
see these young people have their piece of a board
meeting to discuss important topics.
The university has done a fabulous job of preparing
its students for these internships — teaching them
all the lingo we take for granted. And I’ve had
lunches and dinners with the young folks, gone to
ball games to get to know them and build relationships, and I think that it has gone exceedingly well.
I’m getting great feedback from the foundations
themselves — and most of these organizations have
never even had a person of color work there before,
let alone assume a leadership role. In fact, we’ve
been able to identify only two African Americans
who’ve ever been CIOs of a major foundation in
this country.
Your internships could really be change
makers, then.
It’s only our second year, but we’re going to keep
working at it. I think it’s special.
So are you, clearly. Thanks, John, for
sharing your story with me.

Then at the university we just recently announced a
program where we created a paid internship program
for minority students to work in investment offices in
major endowments throughout the country.
That’s brilliant. Opening up internship
opportunities, which can be critical jumpstarters for careers, to kids not on a
parental dole.
John: That’s key. The other part of it is all these
kids have no idea that, say, the investment office of
the University of Chicago oversees $8 billion — or
that working in the investment office there not only
could help you build a great career and become the
next David Swenson, but then you’d also be learning all about investing every asset class that comes
through the shop.
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Research Disclosure

other pretty unique advantage, and I can’t claim
any credit for my parents deciding to build their
lives there, and to enroll me in the University of
Chicago Lab Schools, where there was real emphasis on exploring different perspectives and different
points of view, as I said. My daughter went there
for pre-K through high school, too.

Ariel Fund ranks 1st out of 212 mid-cap core funds
(MARKET BOTTOM: 03/09/09 – 06/30/18)
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Ariel
und;Investor
Meeder Quantex Fund;Retail
Vanguard Strategic Equity Fund;Investor
Johnson Opportunity Fund
Mutual of America Institutional Mid-Cap Eq Idx Fd
Carillon Scout Mid Cap Fund;I
Diamond Hill Small-Mid Cap Fund;I
Thrivent Mid Cap Stock Fund;S
Transamerica Small/Mid Cap Value;I2
Diamond Hill Small-Mid Cap Fund;A
Dreyfus Opportunistic Midcap Value Fund;I
Oppenheimer Main Street Mid Cap Fund;Y
Neuberger Berman Mid Cap Intrinsic Value Fund;Inv
Northern Mid Cap Index Fund
DFA US Vector Equity Portfolio;Institutional
Columbia Mid Cap Index Fund;I
Thrivent Mid Cap Stock Fund;A
Thompson MidCap Fund
Principal MidCap S&P 400 Index Fund;Inst
Neuberger Berman Mid Cap Intrinsic Value Fund;Tr
Vanguard Mid-Cap Index Fund;Institutional
Nationwide Mid Cap Market Index Fund;R6
Vanguard Mid-Cap Index Fund;Admiral
Fidelity Mid-Cap Stock Fund;K
Dreyfus Opportunistic Midcap Value Fund;A

613.94
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488.48
477.77
474.67
470.62
470.56
466.93
461.96
455.18
453.54
450.57
448.26
446.03
444.69
444.64
444.24
442.91
442.38
441.83
441.69
441.45
440.74
440.67
440.49

23.49
23.45
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20.72
20.65
20.56
20.56
20.47
20.36
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Transamerica Small/Mid Cap Value;A
Oppenheimer Main Street Mid Cap Fund;A
Vanguard Mid-Cap Index Fund;Investor
Federated Mid-Capital Index Fund;Svc
Columbia Mid Cap Index Fund;A
Fidelity Mid-Cap Stock Fund
Dreyfus Midcap Index Fund;Investor
Principal MidCap S&P 400 Index Fund;R-5
Principal MidCap S&P 400 Index Fund;R-4
Fidelity Mid Cap Enhanced Index Fund
Principal MidCap S&P 400 Index Fund;J
SEI Inst Mgd Mid-Cap Fund;F
Nationwide Mid Cap Market Index Fund;A
Oppenheimer Main Street Mid Cap Fund;R
Hartford MidCap Value HLS;IA
Diamond Hill Small-Mid Cap Fund;C
Hartford MidCap Value Fund;Y
Principal MidCap S&P 400 Index Fund;R-3
Aquila Three Peaks Opportunity Growth Fund;Y
Dreyfus Structured Midcap Fund;I
Aquila Three Peaks Opportunity Growth Fund;I
Wells Fargo C&B Mid Cap Value Fund;Inst
Nationwide Mid Cap Market Index Fund;R
Shelton S&P MidCap Index Fund;K

436.98
436.65
434.66
434.20
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433.30
433.19
432.22
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425.62
423.85
422.31
422.12
421.69
421.56
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417.25
417.17
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416.10
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413.65
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413.01

19.77
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Lipper, Inc. is a nationally recognized organization that reports performance and calculates rankings for mutual funds based on total returns. The rankings quoted reflect the market low (03/09/09) rankings of Ariel
Fund within the Mid-Cap Core universe. Ariel Fund ranked 161 out of 434, 26 out of 307 and 5 out of 202, respectively for the one, five and ten year periods ending 06/30/18. Lipper classifies Ariel Fund as a MidCap Core Fund, which is a subcategory within the U.S. Diversified Equity Universe.
Investing in small- and mid-cap stocks is more risky and volatile than investing in large-cap stocks. Performance data quoted represents past performance. Past performance does not
guarantee future results. The investment return and principal value of an investment will fluctuate so that an investor's shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than their
original cost. Current performance may be lower or higher than the performance data quoted. For the period ended June 30, 2018, the average annual total returns of Ariel Fund for the
one-, five- and ten-year periods were +11.99%, +12.53% and +11.58%, respectively. Ariel Fund had an annual expense ratio of 1.01% for the year ended September 30, 2017.For
performance data current to the most recent month-end, visit our web site, arielinvestments.com. All performance assumes reinvestment of dividends and capital gains. Investors should consider
carefully the investment objectives, risks, and charges and expenses before investing. For a current prospectus or summary prospectus which contains this and other information about the funds offered by Ariel
Investment Trust, call us at 800-292-7435 or visit our website, arielinvestments.com. Please read the prospectus or summary prospectus carefully before investing. Distributed by Ariel Distributors, LLC, a whollyowned subsidiary of Ariel Investments, LLC. Ariel Distributors, LLC is a member of the Securities Investor Protection Corporation.
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